Honda 225 outboard lower unit diagram
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browser. Lower unit interchange chart. Thread starter Faztbullet Start date Oct 20, Status Not
open for further replies. Faztbullet Supreme Mariner. Joined Mar 2, Messages 13, I have seen
quite a number of posts asking for this so here goes This chart for direct bolt on with no part
changes Looper V Magnum Series Lighting Series Joined Nov 11, Messages 51, Joined Feb 25,
Messages 4, Re: Lower unit interchange chart didnt see the ? V4 looper with 13 spline yeah
what I have!! Re: Lower unit interchange chart Added yours Bob!!!!! Northwoods Recruit.
Joined Oct 24, Messages 2. Re: Lower unit interchange chart Pardon the lack of boat
knowledge, but is this chart for every make of boat motor? I found one that said it would fit any
Johnson between the years of but according to this chart that would not be the case. Joined Oct
21, Messages 5, Re: Lower unit interchange chart Evinrudes won't work on Johnson Re: Lower
unit interchange chart Northwoods said:. Pardon the lack of boat knowledge, but is this chart
for every make of boat motor? Re: Lower unit interchange chart You need the year unit. Do yoiu
need a complete unit or just the housing? Re: Lower unit interchange chart Complete lower unit
Here's the link that the ad went to that is supposed to help determine if the lower unit will work.
Joined Sep 30, Messages Re: Lower unit interchange chart Looking to see if these two will
interchange, evinrude 25s from and Both NON-through hub exhaust. The has bad gears, the has
cracked case. Can I mix and match parts? Thanks again. Re: Lower unit interchange chart if you
use this site, and click on the little magnifing glass, next to the part. Re: Lower unit interchange
chart tashasdaddy said:. James R Commander. Joined Feb 1, Messages 2, Re: Lower unit
interchange chart Bob J. That would be a most useful site. Maybe someone out there has it.
Joined Jun 22, Messages 1, Re: Lower unit interchange chart James R said:. Bob J. Joined Apr
24, Messages Re: Lower unit interchange chart Faztbullet said:. Joined Apr 27, Messages Re:
Lower unit interchange chart I have small metal shavings in my lower unit oil. I build import car
motors all day But when it comes to an outboard I can make out what I am looking at but it is all
diffrent. I have a or 82 johnson v4 seahorse. The lower case gears must have screwed up. I
cannot get the lower unit drain plug out. So I put some vaccum line on my gear oil and shoved it
down in the lower part of the gear case and was letting it over flow out not correct but kinda
works and I seen metal shaveings and what not. So I cant understand what lower unit to buy. I
read something like 85hphp? But what is all this about drive shaft length and shifter length. If
someone could tell me the years or hp or size lowerunit i wold be veary greatful. I hope
someone can help me understand all this. Re: Lower unit interchange chart civichatchboi said:.
So I put some vaccum line on my gear oil and shoved it down in the lower part of the gear case
and was letting it over flow out not correct but kinda works Re: Lower unit interchange chart
Thanks bob. I slowly weved it down into the lower case. Ok thank you for helping me. I know
this site probley has the same quistions over and over like most sites. At least this one they
dont bash you as hard. If there are 4 individual plastic carbs, you have a "looper" from the mid
80's on up" I have been digging trying to find this out. Is this true? I pulled a plug and looked at
the piston just to be sure and what you say is accrate. And I do have 4 carbs. So is that guy
right to? Let me know if you think that is right aswell. Joined Sep 19, Messages 12, Re: Lower
unit interchange chart If it has two 2 barrel carbs on a V4, it's a crossflow from the 's through
the 's. There were no crossflows after ; that's when the V4 loopers come in. The early V4
Loopers had 15 spline propshafts on the extra long gearcases but had 13 spline propshafts on
the others. That's clearly shown in the parts catalogs which have different diagrams and parts
lists for the different drives. Extremely water-resistant - won't break down when mixed with
water PTFE for added friction reduction and High Performance Synthetic Blend Gear Lube by
Sierra Synthetic blended marine formulation reduces operating friction for increased
performance and protection of gears, bearings and other gearcase components. Recommended
for use in high performance Formulated for use in freshwater or saltwater conditions. Reduces
friction and protects gears, bearings and other gearcase Sierra aftermarket engine parts are
manufactured to meet or exceed all OEM requirements. For Use Sierra Full Synthetic Lower Unit
Gear Lube - Qt Specifically formulated to optimize gear life by reducing friction and providing
superior wear protection in severe operating conditions. The unique synthetic formulation is
shear stable and resists Specifically formulated to meet or exceed the tough requirements of
the Marine 4-Stroke motor Features: Cables can use the existing Reduces friction and protects
gears, bearings and other gearcase components. Quicksilver Premium Plus 2-Cycle Outboard
Oil - Synthetic Blend The synthetic blend of Premium Plus Quicksilver oil features an advanced

formula specially designed for all 2-stroke outboard engine applications. More specifically, the
oil was created to Sold by the foot. Hose Customize your fuel line assembly to match the
existing connector on your fuel tank. Sierra Inline fuel filters are tested and approved for
ethanol-based fuels and are designed to meet the demands of today's high Stronger blades with
better performance. Outstanding acceleration and top speed. Honda is a name synonymous
with marine outboard engines and one of the most popular marine brands. When it comes time
to locate replacement parts or kits, check out Wholesale Marine for the extensive line of Honda
outboard parts. Whether you are looking for tune-up kits, fuel system parts, cooling systems,
internal engine parts, or even service manuals, we have you covered. There is no need to look
any further for the right part for your outboard engine needs. Shop with confidence that you are
not overpaying with our competitive pricing. Are your engine anodes corroding and needing
replacement? Check out our replacement anodes for most Honda engines. Are you a DIYer
looking to change your engine oil, replace the oil filter, or give your engine a tune-up, we can
help. Our extensive inventory of quality Honda outboard parts make us the perfect destination
for marine technicians. Get your cooling, gear case, and drives, internal engine parts, trim
systems, and even prop nuts and washers at Wholesale Marine. Outboard electrical or ignition
systems repairs for your Honda engine are no problem with our quality products and huge
inventory. Need to upgrade your propeller? The Solas Amita 3 Blade Prop is a great choice with
stronger blades and better performance. Shop Wholesale Marine for all your boat engine and
boating needs. Use our user friendly parts finder to help locate just the Honda outboard parts
you need at the lowest prices. We offer fast flat rate shipping If you have additional questions
please contact us Monday through Friday from AM until PM at Oops, something went wrong.
Please try again. Parts Selection Guide Find the parts you need. Prop Selection Guide Find the
right prop for your boat. Honda Outboard Anodes. Honda Outboard Control Cables. Honda
Outboard Cooling Systems. Honda Outboard Electrical System. Honda Outboard Fuel System.
Honda Outboard Ignition System. Honda Outboard Internal Engine Parts. Honda Propellers.
Honda Outboard Service Manual. Honda Outboard Trim System. Quick view. List Price:. Quick
view Add to Cart. Sierra Impeller Kit Replaces M Solas Rubex Hub Kit. Sierra 10W30 4-Stroke
Outboard Oil. Turning Point Hub Kit. Sierra Fuel Filter Replaces K2. Solas Amita 3 Blade Turning
Point 11 Hub Kit. Honda Outboard Parts Honda is a name synonymous with marine outboard
engines and one of the most popular marine brands. Email Address:. Register Forgot your
password? If you are not sure about the lower unit you need then we need to know the engine
model number to suggest you the correct lower unit you need. You can use search bar to enter
the model number or just send us the model number through offline message, Text message,
contact form and we will get back to you with correct lower end you need. California 3.
Wisconsin What is the difference between 90 degree and 76 degree? These numbers like 2.
Specially the volume of air that It displaces on the basis of the number of cylinders. What gear
lubricant do you recommend to fill in with and how much will it require to fill in lower unit? You
should be able to find it locally. You can use the quick silver brand at Walmart. Based on your
lower unit, you may need a little over a quart. Where can I find the motor serial number? There
will be a little sticker showing this information. Following picture shows how this sticker looks
like. My motor is FXA and mind shaft measures from the matting surface to the top of the shaft
is 28 inches. The gears are striped out. I can't tell you what gear ratio is. How do I know the
correct shaft length and gear ratio? The X indicates a 25 inch shaft which would have a 28 inch
measurement. And as far the gear ratio, that model number B25F is a direct replacement, gear
ratio and all. How would a 25 inch shaft have a inch measurement? There is a standard across
the Marine industry of driveshaft sizes. It will either be 20 inches, 25 inches or 30 inches. This is
across the different OEM manufacturers. This is the standard. The actual length of the
driveshafts across the OEM platforms are different. This is all because of the midsection
lengths. That is the section between the motor and the lower unit. That midsection length is
what determines the driveshaft length. I hope this explains the meaning of the different
driveshaft sizes. Are these complete Yamaha lower units with drive shaft and water pump
installed? Yes, these are complete lower units that come with drive shaft and water pump
installed. Moreover, the shift shaft is also included. Do I have to buy Anode Kit separately? Yes,
you have to buy Anode Kit. The lower unit does not come with the anode kit. Anode is not
expensive. We certainly do not have a unit for the F For the hp, we have a few options. However,
we need to confirm if you have the short shift shaft. Are your outboard lower units come in
black color and what If I need to change the paint? Yes, these lower units come in black color. It
is a heat treated, powdered coat paint. If you want to paint it, you will just have to sand it down
and then you can paint it to match the color of your outboard motor. We don't do that. Please
confirm the ETA first. Yamaha Lower Unit Yamaha Outboard Lower Unit Yamaha Lower Unit
helps in changing the power of engine belongs to Yamaha outboard to rotation of the propeller

shaft that moves the propeller. Moving the propeller moves the boat. Lower unit an essential
part of your outboard and ultimately helps your boat move. If you have yamaha outboard and
lower unit is not working then make sure to buy yamaha outboard lower unit of high quality
such as SEI yamaha lower unit that comes with 3 years warranty. Keep in your mind that the
lower unit requires periodical maintenance and care to keep it functioning. There is huge
pressure on the lower unit oil inside when your boat moves because of the way the lower unit
works. So keep it maintained for smooth journey. Below are major Yamaha lower units that fit
most of the outboards. Yamaha 4-stroke outboards include 2. Compare to two-stroke, Yamaha
4-stroke are very heavy. We have listed Yamaha four stroke for sale on our website. However,
please browse Yamaha Outboard Parts page if you are looking to buy rebuild kits. Some of the
most frequently used Yamaha gearbox are listed below. You can see individual product pages
for more details on them. This lower unit comes with 3-Year Fault Free Warranty. This lower unit
is for Yamaha horsepower engine. It is new Aftermarket Unit, not Re-manufactured. For
installation also Includes break-in instructions. Lower unit shifts in forward, neutral and reverse.
The lower unit is best for Yamaha horsepower engine. This is not remanufactured but it's new
aftermarket unit. Includes break-in instructions for installation. Lower unit can be shifted
forward, neutral and reverse. Yamaha F Lower Unit It's model number also depending on the
year. The horsepower engine's lower unit for Yamaha. It is new Aftermarket Unit, not just
remanufactured. Includes break-in instructions to help in installation. Lower unit shifts easily in
forward, neutral and reverse. Yamaha Lower Unit If It is 2 stroke then model number If 4 stroke
engine then and depends on the year. It is a new aftermarket unit, not remanufactured. Includes
break-in instructions. Lower unit can easily shifted in forward, neutral and reverse direction.
Yamaha Lower Unit If It's two stroke engine then If It's 4 stroke then anyone from or depending
on the year. It comes with 3-Year Fault Free Warranty. What about Warranty? This is another
thing that makes SEI drives standout in the market with 3 year fault-free warranty. The term
fault-free indicates that the unit your purchased from the company is covered failures that may
demand the replacement or repairing of the unit. Your outdrive is always covered and looks like
one of the best warranty in marine outdrive industry. SEI tries to go extra mile to give their
customers a peace of mind while they are over the water. Are these Lower Units Tested? They
test all parts aggressively to make sure that all parts from shafts, gears, bearings to other wear
parts are of high standard and long lasting. SEI produces aftermarket replacement lower unit.
They have Yamaha gearcase for V6 outboards that includes two stroke and four stroke.
Aftermarket Lower Units There are two options available either to repair your outboard motor
after an accident or to replace worn-out parts of the outboard motor. The options are OEM parts
and aftermarket parts. Both of the options are good but what kind of parts are best and you
want to be used in your outboard motor to get best results. So for this purpose we have made
some comparisons, listed below, between these two part types to help you to arrive at right
decision. OEM parts: OEM stands for Original Equipment Manufacturer so it's clear from name
that these are the parts directly made by outboard motor's manufacturer and not by third party.
So these parts fits to the specification of the model of outboard motor in your use. So these
parts provide you the same performance as the replacing ones and provides you a peace of
mind, and also most of the manufacturers provide these parts with a one year warranty. But
with such benefits there are some cons about them, which are that they are much expensive as
compared to the aftermarket parts. Although there are many other ways to buy them, like eBay,
online wholesalers , but most of the people will buy them from the dealer because it takes
longer to get your outboard motor repaired by ordering them online, thus limited number of
places you can buy them from. And you have paid
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more for OEM parts doesn't mean that they are better than aftermarket parts, sometimes
aftermarket parts are equal to OEM parts or even better in some cases. So you might pay extra
only for the brand name. Aftermarket parts: Those parts for the outboard motor which are
supplied by manufacturers other than your outboard motor manufacturer are called as
aftermarket parts means parts which are sourced from third party. They are manufactured at a
high volume and may fits to the requirements of different models of outboard motor, not the
specific make or model. They are similar to OEM parts in kind but may not be perfect for use. So
you should deal with right mechanic to provide you with high quality parts. But they are much
cheaper than OEM parts and sometime you may get a better quality part. In this case you have
more variety to choose from and wider price range as many manufacturers are making same
thing. But to keep cost down they may not come with warranty. New Posts About Boat Parts.

